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Abstract
This paper is written because I receive several inquiry emails saying
it is hard to achieve good results when applying token repetition learning
techniques. If REP [1] (proposed by me) or Pointer-Mixture [2] (proposed
by Jian Li) is directly applied to source code to decide all token repeti-
tions, the performance will decrease sharply. Actually, as presented in
Pointer-Mixture [2], there are many kinds of tokens that do not need to
learn repetition patterns. For example, the tokens represent the grammar
in Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) shows no obvious regularity of repeti-
tion. As I have also mentioned in the abstract section and experiment
section, the REP model is only good at predicting unseen variables or un-
seen types in templates. In implementation, we concentrate on predicting
unseen variables using REP. The variable-tokens and non-variable-tokens
(grammar tokens or string literals) are treated differently. REP ignores
tokens which are not variables. Because we predict token based on AST
in pre-order, we can easily know the place currently being code-completed
should be a Variable or a MethodInvocation or a StringLiteral. This im-
portant implementation trick is not clearly presented in the paper which
may confuse readers when they reproduce the experiments. When com-
puting accuracy, some kind of tokens such as grammar tokens are also
ignored. Thus, in this paper, we correct some mistakes, clarify some con-
fusing content, supplement the important implementation optimization
details and provide a standard method for computing accuracy on Java
benchmark for paper [1] and paper [3].
1 Corrected REP model Details
1.1 REP model only considers variables
For every variable, we try to use REP model to decide whether this variable
should be the previously existed token or not. In this step, the grammar tokens
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are directly ignored and are directly predicted using traditional language model.
The grammar tokens or string literals are not predicted by REP model. Of
course, when deciding token repetition, the REP model only considers variables
while ignoring the grammar tokens, char literals or string literals.
Figure 1: Original Token Sequence
For example, Figure 1 shows a token sequence. As illustrated in that se-
quence, token b and token d are not variables. As REP model only considers
variables, for REP model, token b and token d should be deleted. Figure 2
shows the context which REP model actually uses.
Figure 2: Tokens Used by REP
1.2 REP model only considers variables in a fixed-length
context
For the position to be code-completed, REP model only considers variables in
the previous m tokens. The previous m tokens are taken as context. The m is
taken as context length. For example, if the original token sequence is shown
in Figure 1. If we only consider previous 3 tokens as context. Then the original
context is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Original Context
Here m is 3. As REP only considers variables, in Figure 3, token d is not
variable, thus, REP model removes token d and only considers token a and token
c. When m is 3, the context which is considered by REP is shown in Figure
2
4. The whole idea is very simple, we use detailed illustrations to make the
presentation clear. The m is usually set to a small value, for example, 25 or 50
meaning that we only consider 25 previous tokens in learning token repetition.
Here, we must correct the setting in paper [3]: we say we can at most use 600
previous tokens as context. Actually, we use a small number of previous tokens
as context.
Figure 4: Context used by REP
1.3 Corrected REP model algorithm
The LSTM model will generate (cell, h) for each token in a token sequence. We
use h0, h1..., hm to denote the h generated by LSTM model for each token in
context used by REP. As shown in Figure 5, the h corresponding to tokens in
context is denoted as h0, h1, ..., hm. The h corresponding to the token being
predicted is denoted as hnext.
Figure 5: Context information used by REP
The probability that tokennext should be the repetition of tokenk in context
is computed by:
P (k, next) =
eh
T
k W hnext
Z
(1)
In Equation 1, Z is the normalization factor computed by:
Z =
m∑
k=0
eh
T
k W hnext (2)
In Equation 1 and 2, W is the model parameter, hTk is the transposition of
hk. In training phase, if tokennext is really the repetition of tokenk in context,
P (k, next) should be maximized. In paper [1], we forget to add the base e in
the above equation, this is a mistake and we correct that mistake here.
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To decide tokennext should be the repetition of some previously existed token
or not, we compute P (tokenn is repeated). We use max to denote the kth token
in context which achieves the maximum probability of P(k,next).
mk = arg max
k
P (k, next) (3)
Then hmk is the h for mk th token in context which makes P (mk, next) the
highest, P (tokenn is repeated) can be computed as follows:
P (tokenn is repeated) =
eh
T
mk V1 hnext
eh
T
mk V1 hnext + eh
T
mk V2 hnext
(4)
Actually, when training and testing, we use softmax cross entropy to optimize
the value. Please see [4] for implementation details.
1.4 Corrected LSTM model algorithm
For default LSTM model implementation in Tensorflow, it suffers from many
problems such as slow convergence, great initial value influence and nan without
gradient clipping. Thus, we add layer-normalization to the LSTM model. Please
see [4] for implementation details.
1.5 Technical details about identifying variables in source
code
Here, we provide the details about how to identify all variables in a source
code function using eclipse JDT. If there are other better way to identify all
variables in source code, please ignore this section. When pre-processing, we
use eclipse JDT to identify every variable in a function. In details, the eclipse
JDT provides a technique named as ResolveBinding. For every ASTNode which
type is SimpleName, we invoke resolveBinding method provided by eclipse JDT,
if the binding is successfully resolved and the binding type is Variable, we think
this ASTNode is a variable.
2 Corrected Experiments
2.1 Corrected accuracy computation method
For each function in test set, we start to predict token from start to end. As
non-variable-tokens are predicted by standard LSTM. we do not take them into
consideration. Thus, the accuracy only contains variables. In previous setting,
some kinds of leaf tokens in AST such as StringLiteral or TypeLiteral are also
taken into consideration. In this corrected version, we only consider accuracy of
variables. We consider top-k accuracy as the evaluation metrics. The entropy
and the mrr are no longer taken into consideration. In this corrected version,
we still use validation set and test set.
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2.2 Corrected experimental setting
The whole training procedure will stop if the top-1 accuracy on validation set
does not exceed the maximum for 3 epochs. All initial values for all parame-
ters are randomly selected between -1.0 and 1.0 (we use uniform random ini-
tializer in Tensorflow). The gradient is clipped between -1.0 and 1.0 (we use
tf.clip by gradient). Only 5 least frequently appeared tokens in training set are
marked as UNK.
2.3 Corrected experimental results
For project log4j and maven, the context length is set to 25 which means REP
model only considers variables in previous 25 tokens. Table 1 shows the accu-
racy. As can be seen, learning token repetition can greatly improve the predic-
tion accuracy of variables especially for unseen variables.
Table 1: Accuracy on Log4J and Maven
log4j
variable top1 top3 top6 top10 tokens
lstm 19.5 26.1 30.3 33.4 2366
atten-ptr 32.5 42.4 45.9 47.6 2366
rep 38.8 48.6 52.9 54.6 2366
unseen var top1 top3 top6 top10 tokens
lstm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 720
atten-ptr 17.6 22.9 23.7 23.7 720
rep 18.1 23.9 25.6 25.6 720
maven
variable top1 top3 top6 top10 tokens
lstm 9.4 14.2 17.7 20.9 4773
atten-ptr 26.1 36.3 40.4 42.0 4773
rep 28.5 38.5 42.1 43.9 4773
unseen var top1 top3 top6 top10 tokens
lstm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1288
atten-ptr 14.1 21.1 23.0 23.1 1288
rep 14.8 23.4 25.0 25.2 1288
3 Related Work
The statistical language models have been widely used in capturing patterns
of source code to solve the problem of code completion. In [5], source code
was parsed into lexical tokens and the n-gram model was applied directly to
suggest the next lexical token. In [6], a large scale experiments was conducted
by using n-gram model and a visualization tool was provided to inspect the
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performance of the language model for the task of code completion. In SLAMC
[7], based on basic n-gram model, associating code lexical tokens with roles, data
types and topics was one way to improve the prediction accuracy. Cacheca [8]
improved n-gram model by caching the recently encountered tokens in local
files to improve the performance of basic n-gram model. Decision tree learning
was applied to code suggestion, based on this, a decision tree model which
integrates the basic n-gram [9] was proposed for source code. The work [10]
abstracted source code into DSL and kept sampling and validating on that
specially designed DSL until the good code suggestion was obtained. Deep
learning techniques such as RNN, LSTM were applied to code generation model
[11] [12] [13] to achieve a higher prediction accuracy. The work in [13] confirmed
that LSTM significantly outperforms other models for doing token-level code
suggestion. Given large amount of unstructured code, deep language models
such as LSTM or its variants are the state-of-art solutions to the problem of
code completion. All works described above are trying to solve the general
code completion problem in which every token of code should be predicted and
completed based on the context in a fixed or changeable length. There are
also a lot of works paying attention to the API completion problem. Common
sequences of API calls were captured with per-object n-grams in [14]. In [15],
API usages was trained on graphs. Naive-Bayes was integrated into n-gram
model to suggest API patterns. The migrations of API are studied in [16]. The
completion of API full qualified name is studied in [17]. On top of general code
synthesis problems, API synthesis is also studied in [18,19].
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